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Spectral integration refers to the summation of activity beyond the bandwidth of the peripheral
auditory filter. Several experimental lines have sought to determine the bandwidth of this
‘‘supracritical’’ band phenomenon. This paper reports on two experiments which tested the limit on
spectral integration in the same listeners. Experiment 1 verified the critical separation of 3.5 bark in
two-formant synthetic vowels as advocated by the center-of-gravity~COG! hypothesis. According
to the COG effect, two formants are integrated into a single perceived peak if their separation does
not exceed approximately 3.5 bark. With several modifications to the methods of a classic COG
matching task, the present listeners responded to changes in pitch in two-formant synthetic vowels,
not estimating their phonetic quality. By changing the amplitude ratio of the formants, the frequency
of the perceived peak was closer to that of the stronger formant. This COG effect disappeared with
larger formant separation. In a second experiment, auditory spectral resolution bandwidths were
measured for the same listeners using common-envelope, two-tone complex signals. Results showed
that the limits of spectral averaging in two-formant vowels and two-tone spectral resolution
bandwidth were related for two of the three listeners. The third failed to perform the discrimination
task. For the two subjects who completed both tasks, the results suggest that the critical region in
vowel task and the complex-tone discriminability estimates are linked to a common mechanism, i.e.,
to an auditory spectral resolving power. A signal-processing model is proposed to predict the COG
effect in two-formant synthetic vowels. The model introduces two modifications to Hermansky’s@J.
Acoust. Soc. Am.87, 1738–1752~1990!# perceptual linear predictive~PLP! model. The model
predictions are generally compatible with the present experimental results and with the predictions
of several earlier models accounting for the COG effect. ©2004 Acoustical Society of America.
@DOI: 10.1121/1.1624066#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The spectral envelopes of spoken vowels normally c
tain multiple peaks called formants. The interest in appro
mating phonetic quality by reducing the number of forma
in synthetic vowels dates from the early 1950s. Delattreet al.
~1952! experimented with back vowels whose first two fo
mants are close in frequency and observed that the quali
these vowels is still preserved when a listener is prese
with a single intermediate formant. This formant, locat
somewhere between the two, comprised an overall qualit
the vowel, preserving its unique ‘‘color.’’ When forman
separation was large, such as in front vowels, no single
mant could be found that successfully approximated th
quality. Delattreet al. ~1952! concluded that an auditor

a!Portions of this work have appeared in the first author’s Master’s thesis
in poster presentations given at the 3rd joint meeting of the Acous
Society of America and Acoustical Society of Japan, 1996, Honolulu,
waii, and at the 133rd meeting of the Acoustical Society of America, 19
State College, Pennsylvania.
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mechanism must effectively average two formants which
relatively close in frequency. This phenomenon, known
day as formant averaging or spectral integration, sugg
that the auditory system performs an additional filtering
vowels beyond the level of the cochlea.

A further exploration of the ‘‘center of prominence’’~or
‘‘center of gravity’’! of formant cluster in approximating
phonetic quality of vowels led to the concept of the perce
tually grounded ‘‘effective second formant’’ (F28). F28 was
to substitute for bothF2 and higher formants of a natura
vowel in their two-formant approximation represented byF1
and F28. Empirical formulas forF28 computations from
formant frequency values were proposed~Fant, 1959; Carl-
son et al., 1970, 1975; Bladon and Fant, 1978!. Center of
gravity ~COG! was understood as a possible correlate ofF28
~Carlsonet al., 1970!. Further work on COG showed tha
when two formant peaks are separated by less than 3.5 b
they are integrated into a single perceived peak, called
‘‘perceptual formant’’ ~Chistovich et al., 1979!. The next
step in the conceptual development was to link the 3.5-b
‘‘critical distance’’ with predicting F28 values ~Bladon,
1983!, which resulted in further computational models
F28 ~Escudier et al., 1985; Mantakaset al., 1988!. The
model by Mantakaset al. was later applied to predicting th
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organizational trends in vowel systems of human langua
~Schwartzet al., 1997!.

This line of research has established the validity ofF28
as a perceptual parameter in approximating vowel quality
two-formant models. It also brought to light the hypothe
that the auditory system performs a ‘‘large-scale spectral
tegration’’ over a limited frequency range of 3.5 bark~e.g.,
Schwartz and Escudier, 1989!. This work focused necessaril
on formant frequency values, assuming only implicit know
edge of the relation between the relative amplitudes of
formants. The role of formant amplitudes in spectral integ
tion was explicitly addressed in a series of other studies~e.g.,
Bedrovet al., 1978; Chistovich and Lublinskaja, 1979; Chi
tovich et al., 1979; Chistovich, 1985!. This line of research
investigated the COGeffect, i.e., the process restricted to
limited frequency range of 3.5 bark. Accordingly, when tw
existing vowel formants are perceptually integrated, the
quency of the perceived peak~‘‘perceptual formant’’! is
closer to that of the stronger formant. The amplitudes of
two formants play an important role in that a change in th
ratio is equivalent to afrequencychange of a single-forman
vowel which approximates their quality~Chistovich and Lu-
blinskaja, 1979!. The 3.5-bark critical distance indicates
possible limit on spectral integration in that the COG effe
disappears with larger formant separation.

The present study is a continuation of the latter line
research. It first re-examines the COG effect in the traditio
format of two-formant vowels to verify the role of the critica
separation of 3.5 bark in spectral integration~experiment 1!.
It then presents experimental evidence from psychoacous
showing that spectral integration in two-tone complex s
nals occurs within the limit of 3.5-bark resolution bandwid
~experiment 2!. It advocates the view that spectral integrati
is a fundamental property of the auditory system. Further,
3.5-bark critical distance is used by the auditory system
general signal processing, and is not restricted to speech
ception. The focus of this work is not on approximating t
phonetic vowel quality but on the auditory processing
complex signals before higher-level decision processes
ply, such as making phonetic decisions. The following s
tions sketch the background of the study.

A. The COG effect in two-formant vowels and the
3.5-bark critical distance

Chistovich and Lublinskaja~1979! reported that their
two listeners matched a single-formant vowel of variable f
quency (Fv) to a frequency betweenF1 andF2 of a two-
formant reference signal, when the distance between the
formants was less than about 3.5 bark. The locus ofFv was
called the ‘‘perceptual formant.’’ Depending onA2/A1 ratio
~the ratio of the formant amplitudes!, the matches fell mid-
way between the frequencies of the two formants (A2/A1
50 dB) or were directed towards either one of the stron
formants (A2/A15220 or 20 dB!. When the separation be
tweenF1 andF2 exceeded 3.5 bark, there was no agreem
as to the frequency of matching. One listener matched
single formant to one of the two actual formants and
second performed highly unreliable matches to intermed
frequencies between the two. Chistovich and Lublinsk
1654 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 115, No. 4, April 2004
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~1979! concluded that spectral integration fails for more th
critical formant separation, i.e., for more than 3.5 bark.

Chistovich~1985! proposed a method for predicting lis
teners’ matches to a two-formant reference vowel. The p
ceptual formant was defined as the centroid of the vo
spectrum weighted on the bark scale rather than abso
frequency ~in hertz!. However, this centroid measureme
was only good for predicting results for signals with close
spaced formants. Chistovich and Lublinskaja’s COG a
critical distance effects were well manifested when listen
matched a single-formant signal of variable frequency t
two-formant reference. Results contrary to the COG eff
were obtained, subsequently, in which multiformant vow
were used as both reference and variable signals~Beddor and
Hawkins, 1990; Assmann, 1991!.

Testing the interaction of frequency and amplitude
low-frequency formants predicted by the COG effect, As
mann ~1991! carried out two experiments. Using additiv
harmonic synthesis to control for altering the levels of ad
cent harmonics in the region of the formant, he manipula
the amplitude of the first two closely spaced formants
back vowels. The experimental tokens~both the matching
and the reference stimuli! included six formants to achiev
more natural-sounding vowels. In one experiment, listen
adjusted the frequency of bothF1 andF2 in the target to-
kens to match the reference tokens with modified amplitu
of F1 and F2. In the second task, listeners identified t
tokens with modified amplitude ratios as instances of fi
selected English vowels. The stimuli were presented in t
conditions, with lowf 0 (125 Hz) and highf 0 (250 Hz). Re-
sults from the first experiment failed to replicate the findin
from the single-formant matching experiments as in Chist
ich and Lublinskaja~1979!. Support for the COG effect wa
also weak from the results of the second experiment as s
shifts in vowel quality were only obtained in the highf 0

condition.
An important finding from Beddor and Hawkins’ stud

~1990! was that the influence of the spectral envelope
perceived vowel quality was greater when spectral peak
the low-frequency region were less pronounced. That is,
COG effect was observed for oral vowels with well-defin
peaks, whose quality was perceptually determined by the
quency ofF1. For nasal vowels with less-visible peaks a
valleys, the matches were more consistent with the C
effect and listeners relied less on the frequency ofF1. Their
third experiment addressed the issue of the effect of w
versus poorly defined formants on the perceived vowel qu
ity by manipulating formant bandwidths. The results ind
cated that, in perceiving vowel quality, listeners relied
formant frequency for vowels with well-defined peaks~the
narrow-bandwidth condition, BW545 Hz!, whereas the
combination of both frequency and bandwidth influenced
perception of vowels with poorly defined peaks~the wide-
bandwidth condition, BW5150 Hz!.

In summary, the results from experiments in which
single formant was adjusted to match reference signals
ported the COG effect. However, in the experiment wh
two formants were adjusted simultaneously to match the
erence signal, the results were incompatible with the p
Xu et al.: Bandwidth of spectral resolution
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FIG. 1. Long-term spectrum, envelope, and instan
neous frequency functions for both members of t
two-component complex tones that make up the si
plest set of common envelope signals, as defined
Voelcker~1966a!. From Feth and O’Malley~1977! with
permission.
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dicted pattern. This suggests that the COG effect may
directly contribute to the phonetic perception of a full vow
spectrum, playing a different role in speech signal proce
ing. Consequently, listeners may use different strategie
responding to different types of signals in matching tasks

B. Two-tone complex signals and the 3.5-bark
resolution bandwidth

Independently of the development of both the COG
fect and the spectral centroid model by the Leningrad gro
Feth ~1974! and Feth and O’Malley~1977! studied spectra
integration using psychoacoustic signals. This research
vestigated the pitch of two-tone complexes, following Vo
cker’s unified theory of modulation~1966a, 1966b!. Voelcker
began with the envelope–fine-structure representation
signal

S~ t !5E~ t !* cos~w~ t !!, ~1!

where E(t) is the envelope of the signal, andw(t) is the
angle. The envelope function represents slow variation
the amplitude of the signal and is often characterized as
result of amplitude modulation. The first time derivative
the angle function is often defined as the instantaneous
quency,f (t). Voelcker defined sets of common envelope s
nals that have identical envelope functions but different fi
structure. The simplest set of common envelope signal
shown in Fig. 1. For each signal, two sinusoids are separ
by a small difference in frequency,DF, and their amplitudes
differ by a small amount,DI . For one signal, the lower
frequency component is more intense; for the complem
tary signal the higher-frequency component has the hig
intensity. It can be shown that these two-component sign
have identical envelope functions, as shown in the mid
panel of Fig. 1. The instantaneous frequency functio
change in opposite directions. When the lower componen
the more intense,F(t) moves to lower frequencies as th
envelope moves toward its minimum value. When t
higher-frequency component is more intense, the freque
modulation moves toward higher frequencies. Listeners h
these fine-structure differences as small changes in the s
tral pitch of the signal~Helmholtz, 1954; Jeffress, 1968!.

Feth and O’Malley~1977! used the discriminability of
complementary, two-component complex tones suggeste
Voelcker to investigate the spectral resolving power of
auditory system. They reported that the percentage of cor
responses,P(C), in a 2IFC task increased from chance
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 115, No. 4, April 2004
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approach 100% for moderate separations~1 to 3 bark! of the
two-component frequencies. However, further separation
the components led to decreased discriminability when
components were apparently resolved by the peripheral
ditory filter. The frequency separation for which the Voelck
signals become indiscriminable was suggested as a psy
physical estimate of auditory spectral resolving power. F
each center frequency tested, this estimate is approxima
3.5 bark. Thus, in two different experimental paradigms, i
vowel matching and two-tone discrimination, the 3.5-ba
critical separation plays a role. The critical distance can
viewed as a limit to the range of spectral integration that
auditory system can perform.

In an earlier study, Feth~1974! had proposed that the
perceived pitch of a two-tone complex with components
unequal amplitude should correspond to the envelo
weighted average of the instantaneous frequency~EWAIF! of
the waveform. According to the EWAIF model, the instan
neous frequency occurring where the envelope was la
would contribute more to the perceived pitch of the two-to
complex. The EWAIF model accounted for experimen
data using narrow-bandwidth complex tones. Its later v
sion, the intensity-weighted average of instantaneous
quency model~IWAIF ! ~Anantharamanet al., 1993!, is a
simple mathematical variation of the EWAIF that eliminat
the computational difficulty of the EWAIF calculation
Anantharamanet al. ~1993! showed that the IWAIF formu-
lation can be transformed into the frequency domain wh
the IWAIF value corresponds to the COG of the signal sp
trum. Given that speech signals are essentially dynamic
complex, changing in both frequency and amplitude o
time, the IWAIF model can be viewed as a candidate
testing the COG effect in vowels. IWAIF model prediction
were verified for the stationary two-formant speech sign
used in Chistovich and Lublinskaja~1979! by Anantharaman
~1998!.

C. Modeling the COG effect

Hermansky~1990! proposed the perceptual linear pr
diction model ~PLP! to account for spectral integration i
vowel-like signals. The model is consistent with both t
F1 –F28 concept and with the 3.5-bark auditory integratio
theory. A speech signal is first processed to produce the
called auditory spectrum by using three processes der
from psychoacoustics: critical band frequency resoluti
equal loudness compensation, and intensity-loudness c
1655Xu et al.: Bandwidth of spectral resolution
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pression. This auditory spectrum is then approximated by
autoregressive all-pole filter, just as in traditional LP mod
ing, to produce a low-dimensional representation of
speech-signal spectrum. Hermansky suggested that a
order PLP model could extract at most two major peaks fr
the auditory spectrum, removing the minor spectral pea
Experimental results from natural and synthetic speech
nals confirmed model predictions. When two vowel forma
were far apart, the PLP estimated two distinct spectral pe
With smaller separation of formants of about 3.5 bark, th
peaks merged into one peak.

In this paper, we use a modified PLP model to pred
and test the COG effect, taking into account the amplitu
ratio of two closely spaced formants. In so doing, we inv
tigate whether the COG effect disappears with the 3.5-b
separation of the formants, which would be predictable
the model. Since we manipulate the amplitude ratio in tes
the COG effect, we introduce two more stages as our m
fication to Hermansky’s original model, i.e., a peak detect
~stage 6! and a decision maker~stage 7!. An additional modi-
fication is the use of a fourth-order LP model spectrum
stead of the fifth-order LP filter because our stimuli do n
have more than two formants. Consequently, the numbe
detected peaks at stage 6 is likely to be either one or
depending on the separation of the two formants and t
relative levels. We use the modified PLP model to ma
predictions of the perceptual formant (Fv) as a function of
formant frequency separation and amplitude ratio of a tw
formant synthetic signal. We hypothesize that if only o
local peak is detected, listeners match it at theFv . If two
peaks are detected, the decision aboutFv is based on the
frequency-level vector of two local peaks returned from
stage of peak detection. A more detailed description of
model is presented in Xu~1997!.

In testing the COG effect in experiment 1, the modifi
PLP model is used to predict listeners’ performance
matching an adjustable, single-formant vowel signal to tw
formant vowel signals. The model predicts that

~1! listeners will match single-formant variable signals
the COG of two-formant reference vowels~i.e., Fv

changes systematically with respect to the relative le
A2/A1) only when the distance betweenF1 andF2 is
smaller than the critical distance of 3.5 bark; and

~2! when the distance betweenF1 andF2 exceeds 3.5 bark
listeners matchFv either closer toF1 or F2 or exhibit
chance performance.

Experiment 1 also investigates the effect of spectral sh
~poorly defined spectral prominence versus well-defin
spectral prominence! on the matching values ofFv ; and how
the type of excitation source~noise versus pulse train! affects
the matching values ofFv .

II. EXPERIMENT 1: COG EFFECT IN TWO-FORMANT
SYNTHETIC VOWELS

A. Methods
1. Listeners

Three young adults, two female and one male, part
pated. Two listeners were volunteer graduate student
1656 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 115, No. 4, April 2004
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speech and hearing science and one was an undergra
student paid for her participation. All listeners showed n
mal hearing at all audiometric frequencies on two screen
tests: a tone-threshold test in quiet and a frequency dif
ence limen~DLF! test. All listeners were given extensiv
practice before participating in the experiment. Each part
pant listened 2 h per day, 5 days per week, for a period
several weeks. All experimental data were collected a
their response patterns in the adaptive-tracking proced
were convergent and stable.

2. Stimuli

Two-formant vowel-like signals~reference vowels! were
generated using a formant synthesizer in parallel configu
tion. The excitation source was either an impulse trainf 0

5100 Hz) or broadband, Gaussian noise. TheF2 –F1 dis-
tance was varied in five conditions: 1300–800, 1400–8
1400–700, 1500–700, and 1700–600 Hz, equivalent to
3.0, 3.6, 4.0, and 5.3 bark, respectively. For the 2.5-b
separation, four reference vowels were created with eith
different excitation source or different bandwidths. For t
remaining four conditions, only the formant frequency sep
ration varied and the other parameters remained constan
summary of the parameters is given in Table I. The relat
level A2/A1 of the two formants was manipulated from220
dB to 120 dB in steps of 10 dB. This resulted in five relativ
amplitude conditions for each reference vowel.

The output sequence of the variable single-formant s
nals was obtained by passing a source through a sec
order IIR filter with the requiredF1 and BW1. In order to
generate a sequence with two formants, the source
passed through a second IIR filter (F2, BW2!. The output of
the second filter was then scaled and added to that from
first formant. The scale factor (A2/A1) denotes the level o
the second formant peak relative to that of the first.

Both the reference~two-formant! and the variable
single-formant target signals were generated by a TDT s
tem II D/A board controlled by a laboratory PC~166-MHz
Pentium! at a sampling frequency of 20 kHz. Signal duratio
was 300 ms. After being shaped by a 5-ms cosine rise–
window, the signals were attenuated by a TDT progra
mable attenuator and filtered by a passive analog fi
~TTE!, with cutoff frequency at 8 kHz. Signals were playe
monaurally, through the right channel of a Sennheiser H
414-SL headset at 65 dB SL.

TABLE I. Synthesis parameters for two-formant reference vowels use
experiment 1.

Vowel F1 (Hz) F2 (Hz)
F2 –F1
~bark! BW1 ~Hz! BW2 ~Hz! Source

1 800 1300 2.5 80 80 Impulse
2 800 1300 2.5 80 80 Noise
3 800 1300 2.5 45 45 Noise
4 800 1300 2.5 150 150 Noise
5 800 1400 3.0 80 80 Noise
6 700 1400 3.6 80 80 Noise
7 700 1500 4.0 80 80 Noise
8 600 1700 5.3 80 80 Noise
Xu et al.: Bandwidth of spectral resolution
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The use of noise-excited signals was motivated by
following two reasons. First, when synthetic vowels a
impulse-train excited, the interaction between source h
monics and formant frequencies on the effective bandw
may become significant. The target spectral shapes of
reference and variable signals may be distorted, espec
when the frequencies of formant peaks are not in alignm
with source harmonics and the bandwidths of those forma
are relatively narrow. This suggests that noise-excited s
thetic vowels might be better suited for this kind of vowe
matching task. A second advantage of using noise excita
is to encourage subjects to focus on the formant freque
comparison rather than on the fundamental frequency.

3. Model predictions

The modified PLP model was applied to each tw
formant reference vowel. Selected results for vowel # 1~2.5-
bark separation, pulse-train-excited! are displayed in Figs
2~a!–~c!, which shows spectra for three relative formant le
els A2/A15220, 0, 120 dB, respectively!. The acoustic
spectrum ~dashed line!, auditory spectrum~dashed-dotted
line!, and PLP-model spectrum~solid line! are plotted to-
gether. The maximum level for each plot is aligned at 0
for comparison. Essentially, the auditory spectrum redu
the contrast between the peaks and valleys of the aco
spectrum~note, however, that the two peaks are still visibl!.
The model smoothes the auditory spectrum further so tha
each condition, there is only one peak. In~a! (A2/A15
220 dB), the single peaks of the model spectra fall in
vicinity of F1 (800 Hz), while in ~c! (A2/A1
5120 dB), they are close toF2 (1300 Hz). In~b! (A2/A1
50 dB), the Fv prediction is betweenF1 and F2 but is
skewed toward the lower frequency.

The simulation results for the noise-excited vowel #
are similar to those for vowel # 1. The only difference is th
the model spectra have even broader peaks for the no
excited source than for the pulse-excited source~see Xu,
1997, for more details!. In simulations with supracritica
separation of formants~e.g., vowel # 7 with 4.0-bark sepa-
ration!, two peaks are detected in the 0- and110-dB condi-
tions. The difference between the two peaks is greater th
dB. Thus, the predicted value ofFv is the higher peak nea
F2 in both conditions. In the remaining threeA2/A1 condi-
tions ~i.e., 220, 210, and120 dB!, only one peak is de-
tected, and the predictedFv is the frequency at that peak fo
each condition.

Note that the model spectrum more likely results in tw
peaks whenever the two formants of the original signal are
equal level~i.e., A2/A150 dB). For a comparison acros
frequency separations, the results for vowels # 2, # 6, an
8 each withA2/A150 dB are shown in Fig. 3. For the sub
critical separation shown in~a! ~2.5 bark, vowel # 2!, only
one peak it is detected in the model spectrum. For the
supracritical separations depicted in~b! ~3.6 bark, vowel #
6!, and ~c! ~5.3 bark, vowel # 8!, two peaks are detecte
successfully, although the second peak in~b! is not separated
by a valley as it is in~c!. In the latter plot, the second for
mant peak is more than 1 dB higher in level than the fi
The trend observed with the increasing distance between
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 115, No. 4, April 2004
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formants reveals that~1! the single peak in the model spe
trum becomes broader as separation increases, and~2! two
peaks are detected when separation exceeds the critica
tance. The two peaks become sharper as the formant dist
increases.

These simulation results applied to a set of two-form
vowel-like signals indicate that the modified PLP model c
account for the COG effect reasonably well.

4. Procedures

The listeners were asked to indicate whether the spec
pitch of the variable single-formant vowel was higher
lower than that of the two-formant reference vowel using
‘‘double-staircase’’ adaptive tracking procedure~Jesteadt,
1980!. The two-formant reference vowel was always pr

FIG. 2. Spectra derived from the proposed PLP model for a two-form
vowel # 1 ~2.5-bark formant separation, pulse-train excited!. Relative level
(A2/A1) ranges from~a! 220 dB, ~b! to 0 dB, ~c! to 120 dB. Acoustic
spectra~dashed line!, auditory spectra~dashed-dotted line!, and PLP model
spectra~solid line! are plotted for eachA2/A1 ratio.
1657Xu et al.: Bandwidth of spectral resolution
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sented first and the variable single-formant target vowel s
ond, after a 600-ms silent interval. The listeners were
structed to push the right button of the mouse whenever t
judged the variable signal to be higher in pitch than the r
erence signal. When they judged it to be lower in pitch th
the reference, they pushed the left button. The dou
staircase procedure maintains two adaptive tracking rule
multaneously. The ‘‘two-up, one-down’’ rule~Levitt, 1971!
was applied to both the ascending and descending trac

FIG. 3. Spectra derived from the proposed PLP model for two-form
vowels for three differentF2 –F1 separations and at a constant lev
A2/A150 dB. ~a! vowel # 2~2.5 bark!; ~b! vowel # 6~3.6 bark!; ~c! vowel
# 8 ~5.3 bark!. Acoustic spectra~dashed line!, auditory spectra~dashed-
dotted line!, and model spectra~solid line! are plotted for each vowel.
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sequences. Thus, theFv estimate for the descending s
quence was at a level for which the variable signal w
judged higher than the reference signal on 71% of the tri
For the ascending sequence,Fv was judged lower on 29% o
the trials.

In order to obtain the value ofFv at a givenA2/A1 ratio,
each of these estimates was based on eight consecutive
trial blocks of the double-staircase procedure. For e
block, the Fv estimates for the descending and ascend
sequences were first obtained by averaging the reve
points within each sequence. Then, the point-of-subject
equality, PSE, was estimated by simply averaging theFv

estimates from the two sequences.
The use of the double-staircase adaptive procedur

lieu of the traditional matching tasks, as in early experime
on COG, was dictated by preliminary results from Les
~1996!, who tested the COG hypothesis in a direct match
experiment. The listeners heard one of the two signals, a
natively. They were asked to adjust the second varia
vowel to match the first vowel for quality. The results r
vealed considerable variability in matching data. T
matches were tightly grouped around the lower formant f
quency whenA2/A15220 dB, but more scattered whe
A2/A15120 dB. Lester noted that direct matching to th
‘‘perceptual formant’’ was difficult even for well-trained sub
jects of the study. In related work~Feth et al., 1996!, the
double-staircase adaptive procedure was used. The re
showed that the dispersion of matching values at the hig
frequency formant disappeared. This indicates that impro
ment in performance is related to eliminating inherently su
jective judgments and including an objective criterion
measure the correctness of responses. Thus, the dec
rules no longer continually select signals near the PSE
focus instead on points above and below it. In this case,
selection of signals by the adaptive procedure is contro
only by the observer’s use of the two subjective respo
categories and not by how the responses relate to the ob
tive properties of the stimuli. Consequently, the difficulty
the subjective tasks is greatly reduced.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Overall results

The overall results of the experiment are shown in Fi
4 and 5. All three listeners showed similarFv matching val-
ues for all conditions for vowels # 1 through # 5~2.5- and
3.0-bark separations!, and # 8~5.3 bark!. The data for these
conditions are therefore collapsed across the listeners. H
ever, the results showed individual differences for vowels
and # 7~3.6 and 4.0 bark, respectively!, which have their
frequency separations near the 3.5-bark critical distan
These data were plotted for each subject individually in Fi
5~b! and~c!. Overall, the results indicate that frequency sep
ration between the two formant peaks of the reference
nals along with their relative levels have an effect onFv

matching values. When the frequency separation between
two formants does not exceed 3.5 bark, listeners show s
lar performance. The same is true for the supracritical se
ration of 5.3 bark. A substantial difference is observed

t

Xu et al.: Bandwidth of spectral resolution
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listeners’ performance when the frequency separation
proaches the ‘‘critical region’’ near 3.5 bark. For both 3.
and 4.0-bark separations, variable patterns of responses
obtained.

FIG. 4. MeanFv matching values for vowels # 1 through # 4~2.5-bark
separation, variable source, variable bandwidth! with changing amplitude
ratio (A2/A1). Dashed lines mark the locations ofF1 andF2.
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The data were subjected to a two-way analysis of va
ance~ANOVA ! with subject and relative levelA2/A1 as fac-
tors. The relative level was significant for all vowel cond
tions (p,0.001). Withd f5(4, 105!, the largestF-ratio of
11 952.49 was obtained for vowel # 8~5.3-bark condition!
and the smallestF ratio of F5492.68 for vowel # 1~pulse-
train, 2.5-bark condition!. The results of this ANOVA con-
firmed that, for each vowel condition, the levelA2/A1 had a
significant effect onFv. Listener differences were not signifi
cant for vowels # 1 through # 5, and # 8, but they we
significant for vowels # 6 and # 7@F(2,105)531.78, p
,0.001 andF(2,105)522.51,p,0.001, respectively#. This
confirms the observed variability in listeners’ performan
for both 3.6- and 4.0-bark separations.

B. The COG effect

When the distance between the two formants of a re
ence vowel is smaller than the critical distance~3.5 bark!, Fv

values are similar to those reported by Chistovich and L
linskaja ~1979!. For example, in Fig. 4, the data show
continuous relationship betweenFv andA2/A1 for vowels #
1 through # 4 (F2 –F152.5 bark). Consequently, all match
FIG. 5. Fv matching values for vowels # 5 through # 8 with changingA2/A1 ratio. ~a! meanFv values for three listeners for vowel # 5~3.0 bark!; ~b!
individual Fv values for each listener for vowel # 6~3.6 bark!; ~c! individual Fv values for each listener for vowel # 7~4.0 bark!; ~d! meanFv values for three
listeners for vowel # 8~5.3 bark!. Error bars at each data point represent 2 standard deviations. Horizontal dashed lines mark the locations ofF1 andF2.
1659Xu et al.: Bandwidth of spectral resolution
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ing Fv points fall betweenF1 and F2. However, the data
show a different pattern of variance with relative level. Th
is, the variance in the middle area (A2/A150 dB) is much
greater than toward the ends (A2/A15620 dB), regardless
of the excitation source or formant bandwidth. Standard
viation for the 220-dB condition ranges from 5.01–19.5
and from 13.80–24.46 for the 20-dB condition, whereas
range for 0 dB is from 48.03–76.37. This might indicate th
listeners’ uncertainty was greater when the auditory sys
integrated the spectra of two equal-level formants than w
one of the two formants dominated. Another observation
that the range ofA2/A1 over whichFv changed as a function
of A2/A1 is about 40 dB~220 to 120 dB!. Figure 5~a!
shows a similar result for 3.0-bark separation. These res
confirm the existence of spectral COG effect for two-forma
vowels when both formants are spaced closely enough
display the predicted variation in the matching frequency
the single-formant vowel.

C. The critical distance

Formant separations in the reference signals were s
2.5, 3.0, 3.6, 4.0, and 5.3 bark to verify the existence o
critical distance. For all three listeners, a continuous relati
ship between theFv values andA2/A1 was observed for
frequency separations of up to 3 bark. However, when
separation between the formants of the reference vowe
creased, this continuous relationship gradually disappea
It is interesting to note that each listener showed a differ
breakdown point. For 3.6-bark separation@Fig. 5~b!#, listener
# 3 first shows a discontinuous relationship betweenFv and
A2/A1, while the other two maintain the continuous relatio
ship. For 4.0-bark separation@Fig. 5~c!#, listener # 1 demon-
strates the breakdown, and only results from listener
remain continuous. Finally, for 5.3-bark separation@Fig.
5~d!#, the continuity disappeared in the performance of
three listeners. This indicates that the three subjects had
ferent estimates of critical distance. This distance may
somewhere less than 3.6 bark for listener # 3, between
and 4.0 bark for listener # 1, and somewhat larger than
bark for listener # 2. A comparable pattern of responses
obtained by Chistovich and Lublinskaja~1979! for the su-
pracritical separation. Performance of both their listeners
fered considerably in that one listener showed a clear disc
tinuous relationship betweenFv and A2/A1 and the
continuity did not disappear in the performance of the sec
listener despite the large variation of the values ofFv . For
the latter listener, no clear breakdown point was obtaine

Because the experimental procedure was already
time consuming, we did not explore additional values
A2/A1 to determine where exactly theFv values shifted
abruptly fromF1 to F2. We can only determine that all fe
within A2/A1 values ranging from 0 to110 dB. This differs
from results of Chistovich and Lublinskaja, where the sh
from F1 to F2 occurred whenA2/A1 was about210 dB.
This discrepancy in results for one experimental condition
most likely due to differences in the procedures used.
creased variability in the data collected in a direct match
1660 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 115, No. 4, April 2004
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task in Chistovich and Lublinskaja’s study may have contr
uted to this result as well.

The data in Fig. 5 show that, for each listener, the va
ance ofFv is smaller within the supracritical separation th
within the subcritical separation. This is true especially
the two formants with equal levels. This is similar to Chi
tovich and Lublinskaja’s results, in which most values for t
supracritical distance showed less variation than for subc
cal separation. One explanation is that when the two
mants of the reference signal are resolved, listeners sim
pick eitherF1 or F2 for Fv match. However, the degree o
uncertainty in making judgments may be considerably
duced in the double-staircase procedure than in the tr
tional adjustment task.

D. Formant bandwidths

For the subcritical distance of 2.5 bark, four referen
vowels were generated with variable bandwidths. The res
for the noise-excited vowels # 2, # 3, and # 4~see Fig. 4!
show thatFv values for vowel # 3~the narrowest forman
bandwidth! approximated closely the frequency values of
ther F1 or F2, whereas those for vowel # 4~the widest
bandwidth! were closer to the COG point. The only exce
tion occurred whenA2/A1510 dB. To investigate the effec
of formant bandwidth, a mixed-design ANOVA was pe
formed onFv data for vowel # 2~BW580 Hz!, vowel # 3
~BW545 Hz!, and vowel # 4~BW5150 Hz! with subject
and formant levelA2/A1 as two between-subject factors, an
formant bandwidth as the within-subject factor. Forma
bandwidth was significant@F(2,210)517.172, p,0.001]
and so were the interactions between bandwidth andA2/A1
@F(8,210)53.621, p,0.001], and bandwidth and subje
@F(4,210)54.074,p,0.004]. The effect of subject was no
significant@F(2,105)50.323,p,0.725] and the interaction
bandwidth3subject3A2/A1 was not significant
@F(16,210)51.651,p,0.059].

These results are in accord with Beddor and Hawki
~1990! findings for their three bandwidth conditions: narro
~BW545 Hz!, medium~BW575 Hz!, and wide~BW5150
Hz!, thus supporting the hypothesis that the relative con
bution of formant frequency and amplitude might depend
the spectral characteristics of signals. Beddor and Hawk
propose that, in the matching task, formant frequency may
more important than spectral shape for signals with w
defined spectral peaks. Formant amplitudes and spe
shape might be more important for signals with poorly d
fined spectral peaks. In the former case, theFv might lie
closer to the formant frequency values. In our study,
vowel with narrower-than-normal formant bandwidth~45
Hz! had a well-defined spectral peak, while the vowel w
wider-than-normal bandwidth~150 Hz! had a poorly defined
spectral peak. Our results agree with Beddor and Hawk
hypothesis except whenA2/A1510 dB.

E. Excitation source

Figure 4 shows the matchingFv values for the pulse-
train-excited vowel # 1 and the noise-excited vowel # 2 with
the same frequency separation~2.5 bark! and formant band-
Xu et al.: Bandwidth of spectral resolution
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width ~80 Hz!. Generally, listeners showed similar respon
patterns for the two reference signals.Fv values for vowel #
1 were lower than those for vowel # 2 whenA2/A1 ranged
from 220 to 0 dB, and higher whenA2/A1 was 10 or 20 dB.
The variances of the matching values were also compar
at eachA2/A1 level for the pulse-train and noise-excite
signals. For the two vowels, a mixed-design ANOVA w
performed on theFv data with subject and relative leve
A2/A1 as two between-subject factors, and excitation sou
type as a within-subject factor. Source type was not sign
cant@F(2,105)51.281,p50.260] and subject effect was no
significant@F(2,105)54.554,p50.013]; however, the inter
action between source type and relative levelA2/A1 was
significant @F(8,105)55.352, p50.001]. This justifies the
use of Gaussian noise excitation in generating all refere
vowels to exclude potential effects of a harmonic comp
tone source. The interaction between source type and su
was not significant@F(4,105)51.731,p50.182].

Overall, these data suggest that listeners are able to
form a spectral integration which depends on freque
separation between two formants. The results confirm
existence of a critical frequency region, in which the liste
ers’ behavior changes rather drastically. This region, ide
fied as ‘‘critical distance’’ of about 3.5 bark in early matchin
experiments by Chistovich and Lublinskaja~1979! and veri-
fied with various degrees of success by subsequent rese
may indicate a limit to the range of spectral integration t
the auditory system can perform. Thus, the observed C
effect may reflect a more broadly defined auditory behav
which is not peculiar to the perception of speech sounds.
second experiment was conducted to verify this possibi
The striking similarity of the two-tone resolution results
Feth and O’Malley~1977! to the critical distance observed i
vowel matching tasks substantiates the claim that both
critical region and the complex-tone discriminability es
mates may be related to a common mechanism, i.e., to
auditory spectral resolving power.

IV. EXPERIMENT 2: TWO-TONE SPECTRAL
RESOLUTION BANDWIDTH

A. Methods

The same three trained listeners from experiment 1 p
ticipated. As in the synthetic vowel task, all listeners we
given an extensive practice on complex signals before
ticipating in the second experiment. Data were collected a
there were no further improvements in their performance

The stimuli used in experiment 2 were two-tone co
plex signals, which were geometrically centered aroun
frequency,f c (1000 Hz) so thatf c5( f 2f 1)1/2; D f 5 f 22 f 1 .
In the target signal, the intensity difference (DI 5L22L1)
between the two components was11 dB, while in the refer-
ence standard signalDI was 21 dB. The level of a given
component atf i is designated byL i . All signals were gener-
ated by the laboratory PC using the TDT system II with D
board. Each signal had duration of 300 ms and was sha
by a 5-ms cosine rise–fall window. The silent interval b
tween signals was 300 ms. The signals were played
20-kHz sampling rate. The smoothing filter was the sa
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 115, No. 4, April 2004
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analog low-pass filter with a cutoff frequency at 8 kHz,
used in experiment 1. Sound level was controlled by a p
grammable attenuator. All signals were presented monaur
through the HD-414-SL earphones at 50 dB SL.

The two-cue, two-alternative, four-interval forced
choice paradigm was used. The target signal was prese
with equal probability in either the second or the third inte
val. The reference signal was presented in the remain
three intervals. For the target signal, the higher-freque
component had the higher intensity, i.e.,DI 511 dB. As in
experiment 1, the listeners were asked to indicate whe
the pitch of the variable signal was higher or lower than t
of the reference signal.

At first, a two-up, one-down adaptive procedure w
used with the initial value of the frequency separation,D f ,
set at 100 Hz around the center frequency of 1000 Hz. Ho
ever, the spectral pitch of both target and standard sig
changed wheneverD f was changed from one value to a
other, and all three subjects reported that the task was
difficult to perform in this adaptive procedure. Therefore
fixed standard procedure as in the Feth and O’Malley st
~1977!, was used instead. TheD f was fixed for a block of 50
trials and the percentage of correct discrimination,P(C),
was recorded. Each data point at a givenD f value was ob-
tained from 150 trials. The psychometric function for ea
subject was generated by plottingP(C) for D f values of
200, 300, 400, 500, 700, and 1000 Hz.

B. Results and discussion

Figure 6 displays psychometric functions for each of t
three participants. Percentage of correct responses,P(C), is
plotted as a function of the frequency difference (D f ) be-
tween the two tones. Listeners # 1~d! and # 3~j! show
performance similar to that in Feth and O’Malley~1977!,
while the performance of listener # 2~n! is clearly different.

FIG. 6. Percentage of correct discrimination in a 2Q-2AFC task as a fu
tion of frequency separation,D f , of the two components in each complex
tone pair. Each data point is the average of 150 trials. Individual psyc
metric functions are shown for each of the three listeners. The horizo
dotted line indicates the jnd at 75%. The shaded region delimits the
quency separation from 2.5 to 3.6 bark.
1661Xu et al.: Bandwidth of spectral resolution
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For listeners # 1 and # 3, theP(C) values are high for
moderateD f values near 200 Hz. Discrimination perfo
mance drops whenD f exceeds 400 Hz. TheD f at which the
listener’sP(C) falls to 75% is used to estimate the spect
resolution bandwidth. For these two listeners, the estimat
580 Hz.

Recall the results from experiment 1. We estimated t
the critical distance for listener # 1 was somewhere betwee
3.6 and 4.0 bark, while it was less than 3.6 bark for liste
# 3. The same tendency in performance is observed in
periment 2. The shaded area in Fig. 6 extends from a
quency separation equal to 2.5 bark to one equal to 3.6 b
The ability of these two listeners to distinguish between
two-tone complexes drops below 75% within that same c
cal region. In the vowel task, when the formant separat
was greater than the critical distance, we concluded that
auditory system failed to integrate across the two forma
~i.e., the two formants were resolved!. In the two-tone dis-
crimination task, we assume that the discriminability
complementary two-tone pairs dropped below 75% when
two components were resolved by the auditory system. T
we conclude that both the critical distance between forma
and the complex-tone discriminability limit are depende
upon the same auditory spectral resolving power.

The performance of listener # 2 in the discrimination
task is very different from that of the other two listeners. T
P(C) values fluctuate across the wholeD f range as seen in
Fig. 6. Even for moderateD f values,P(C) does not ap-
proach 100%. Furthermore, discriminability does not dr
with largerD f values. We have no explanation for why th
listener performed so differently. Although this listener w
given much more practice than the other two, she was un
to do the task and her performance is clearly different. Th
we cannot determine the spectral resolution bandwidth
listener # 2. We infer from experiment 1 that her estima
critical distance is greater than 4.0 bark. Based on this va
alone, we might conclude that her spectral resolution ba
width is larger than 4.0 bark. This would lead us to pred
that her ‘‘275%’’ estimate is greater than 800 Hz in th
two-tone task. However, her performance in experimen
was never regular enough to give us a solid basis to re
this conclusion.

V. GENERAL DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

As outlined in the Introduction, the phenomenon
spectral integration has been studied from two perspecti
i.e., as a perceptual averaging of a formant cluster in
proximating phonetic quality of vowels (F28 or center of
gravity of the cluster!, and as a frequency-displacement e
fect resulting from the interaction of frequency and relat
amplitude ratio of two closely spaced formants~the COG
effect!. A common underlying approach for the two lines
research was to verify the early observations that spa
between two formants plays an important role in mak
perceptual decisions about vowel quality.

Although linking the 3.5-bark limit of spectral integra
tion with F28 brought consistent experimental results to co
firm the importance of COG in estimating vowel quality
two-formant models, formalizing the COG effect encou
1662 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 115, No. 4, April 2004
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tered difficulties. The question of adequate methodology
study the COG effect arose as a consequence of attemp
formally account for its manifestation. Assmann’s stu
~1991! showed no support for a COG effect using the fi
two formants of multiformant back vowels. His results fro
the vowel identification paradigm were also inconclusiv
The use of matching tasks advocated by the Leningrad gr
has also been questioned as the only, and perhaps not
reliable procedure, to measure the COG effect. Consider
variability in the data from Chistovich and Lublinska
~1979! and Lester~1996! provide additional evidence that
refinement in the experimental procedure to study the C
effect was necessary. It is worthwhile to note that both
‘‘double-staircase’’ adaptive procedure used in Fethet al.
~1996! and the two-cue, two-alternative forced-choice pa
digm, as in Feth and O’Malley~1977!, reduced the variabil-
ity in the data.

A more reliable methodology gave rise to the question
the role of the COG effect and the formant amplitude ratio
estimating vowel quality. That is, for two closely spaced fo
mants, listeners performance is predictable. When the
quency separation between the formants exceeds the 3.5
distance, relative levels of the formants do not contribute
otherwise predictable listening behavior: decisions ab
vowel identity are based entirely on the frequency of t
formants. The experimental data on Russian vowels sh
that, for a subcritical separation of 3.5 bark, a change
A2/A1 ratio in two-formant vowels is perceptually equiv
lent to the frequency change which determines vowel qua

In this study, we examined whether the COG effe
plays role other than approximating phonetic vowel qual
Consequently, our listeners responded to the change
vowel pitch, not vowel quality. In this respect, the task
experiment 1 was similar to that in experiment 2, in whi
the same listeners responded to differences in pitch in t
tone signals. In testing the COG effect in experiment 1,
sought to verify the role of the critical separation of 3.5 ba
in spectral integration, using both a more reliable experim
tal procedure and model predictions incorporating the in
action between formant frequencies and their relative am
tudes. In this endeavor, we re-examined some aspect
Chistovich and Lublinskaja’s results~1979! and introduced
further modifications to the methods such as source t
~Gaussian noise! and bandwidth manipulations, as in Bedd
and Hawkins’ study~1990!. We used well-trained listeners a
subjects of our study because we were interested in the
timal performance of the human auditory system in test
the COG effect.

The results of experiment 1 confirm that the COG effe
occurs within the limit of spectral integration of 3.5 bar
Listeners’ responses to changes in vowel pitch indicat
match in frequency according to the COG mechanism: w
F2 is much weaker thanF1 (A2/A15220 dB), the
matches fall in the vicinity of the strongerF1 and, con-
versely, listeners match the frequency closer toF2 whenF1
is weaker (A2/A15120 dB). However, when both formant
are of equal strength (A2/A150 dB), the matches fall some
where between the two formants, and an increased variab
is observed in the data. Crucially, this tendency is maintai
Xu et al.: Bandwidth of spectral resolution
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for all conditions within the subcritical formant separatio
for vowels # 2 through # 5.

In designing experiment 1, we hypothesized that spec
shape ~poorly defined spectral prominence versus we
defined spectral prominence! affects the matching values o
Fv . Accordingly, three two-formant vowels with variab
bandwidth were generated with subcritical separation of
bark ~vowels # 2 through # 4!. The vowel with narrower-
than-normal formant bandwidth of 45 Hz had a well-defin
spectral peak~vowel # 3!, and the vowel with wider-than
normal bandwidth~150 Hz! had a poorly defined spectra
peak ~vowel # 4!. Model predictions were verified in th
experimental data. Listeners approximated the frequenc
either F1 or F2 for the narrow-bandwidth vowel # 3, thu
selecting one of the ‘‘stronger’’ peaks. For vowel # 4, t
matches fell closer to a frequency between the forma
which is in accord with the COG effect. Our results a
model predictions support Beddor and Hawkins’ hypothe
with one exception, i.e., whenA2/A1510 dB.

Experiment 2 verified earlier findings by Feth an
O’Malley ~1977! that spectral integration in two-tone com
plex signals occurs within the limit of the 3.5-bark resoluti
bandwidth. Given that the responses in experiment 2 ca
from the same participants as in experiment 1, we concl
that the complex-tone discriminability and the spectral in
gration limits reflect the same auditory spectral resolv
power. This further suggests that the auditory processin
complex signals at the intermediate stage, i.e., before hig
level decision processes apply, is the same for speech
nonspeech signals.

As discussed in the Introduction, several models w
previously proposed for predicting the performance of list
ers asked to match an adjustable one-formant to a fixed
formant signal. Early work suggested that a simple calcu
tion of the spectral centroid of the two-formant signal wou
serve this purpose~Chistovichet al., 1979!. We verified the
predictions of the spectral centroid model and also used
IWAIF model for a comparison with the present results. F
ure 7 displays a summary of predictions of our modified P
model, the IWAIF model, and the spectral centroid mod
along with the group data for vowel # 2~2.5-bark separation
noise-excited! averaged across three listeners. To implem
the IWAIF and spectral centroid models, we assumed
signal energy outside the critical distance was not availa
for the calculation.

Clearly, the spectral centroid model performs mo
poorly in this comparison. The predicted relationship b
tweenFv and relative formant levels does not fit the expe
mental data. The endpoints are overestimated forF1 peak
and underestimated forF2 peak, and only the value at th
center of theA2/A1 range falls within the error bars. Fo
both the PLP model and the IWAIF model, there is mu
better agreement with the data. The PLP model predicts
the performance at the endpoints~i.e., both extremeA2/A1
values! but underestimates listeners’ matches by more tha
standard deviations atA2/A150 dB. The IWAIF model, on
the other hand, predicts listeners’ matches that fall just ab
those obtained in the experiment. An exception to this t
dency is theF2 region where the predicted values are low
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 115, No. 4, April 2004
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than those in the experimental data. At this stage, it is s
premature to determine which of the two models, the P
model or the IWAIF model, is better suited to predictin
COG effects with greater accuracy. Further refining of t
IWAIF model is probably necessary, since we had to assu
an arbitrary limitation on signal bandwidth to produce a re
sonable prediction of performance.

In conclusion, the two experiments reported here ha
shown that the 3.5-bark limit on spectral integration appe
to reflect a property of auditory processing rather than so
special processing unique to speech sounds. This study,
that of Chistovich and Lublinskaja~1979!, used a small num-
ber of very well-trained listeners, but some evidence for
dividual differences in the size of the critical separation
apparent in both. The effects of formant bandwidth and
citation source were predictable. Finally, a preliminary co
parison of model predictions of COG performance did n
favor one model strongly; however, the simple spectral c
troid model was clearly the poorest at predicting listen
matches.

The signals used in the current study were spectr
static. That is, the parameters of both the adjustable and
reference signals remained constant for the entire duratio
the sound. Real speech sounds are typically dynamic; th
their formant frequencies and amplitudes change, someti
rapidly, over time. Lublinskaja~1996! has recently reported
that the COG effect can be demonstrated dynamically
amplitude modulation of formant amplitudes. Further wo
on modeling of the COG effects therefore should take i
account these dynamic effects.
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FIG. 7. Model predictions and experimental data for vowel # 2~2.5 bark!:
~h! predictions by the proposed PLP model;~L! by the IWAIF model,~,!
by the spectral centroid model with linear amplitude weighting,~d! the
experimental data for vowel # 2; each error bar represents 2 standard d
tions. The 3.5-bark rectangular window is used to select the spectra fo
IWAIF and the centroid models. Horizontal dashed lines mark the locati
of F1 andF2.
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